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Chapter 1 - Verse 1

Sukesa, son of Bharadvaja ; Satyakama, son of Sibi ; Gargya, the grandson of Surya, born in the
Gargya gotra ; son of Asvala ; Bhargava of the Vidarbha city, belonging to the Bhrigu gotra ; and
Kabandhi, son of Katya.. All of them devoted to Brahman and centred in Brahman and seeking
the highest Brahman, approached the revered Pippalada with fuel in hand, thinking that the rsi
would explain everything to them. [I – 1]
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Chapter 1 - Verse 2

To them the rsi said, ‘Stay here for yet another year with austerity, celibacy and faith ; then you
may ask as you please your question ; and if I know them I will surely explain everything to
you.’ [I – 2]
Chapter 1 - Verse 3

Then Katyayana Kabandhi approached Pippalada and asked, ‘Revered and venerable master,
whence are these creatures born? [ I – 3 ]
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Chapter 1 - Verse 4

He replied, “Prajapati, the Lord of the Creatures, decided to perform penance and having
performed penance, he created a pair-matter (Rayi) and Energy (Prana), thinking that together
they would, between them, produce creatures in many ways.” [ I – 4 ]
Chapter 1 - Verse 5

The Sun is, verily, life and the Moon is the matter, all that have form and all that is formless is
matter and therefore form is indeed matter. [I – 5 ]
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Chapter 1 - Verse 6

Now the Sun, rising, goes towards the East and he embraces with his rays all Pranas in the East.
When he lights up the southern, the Western, the Northern quarters, the above, the below
and the intermediary quarters and the all, by that he thrills with his rays all creatures. [I – 6]
Chapter 1 - Verse 7

He is the Vaisvanara the sum total of all living beings, assuming all forms. Prana is the fire that
rises every day. This has been said in the following mantra of the Rig Veda (rg-veda) also. [I – 7]
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Chapter 1 - Verse 8

The knowers understand ‘that’ – which is of all forms, the resplendent, the highest goal, the
one light, the heat giver – to be the thousand – rayed Sun who exists in hundred forms as the
life of all creatures. [I – 8]
Chapter 1 - Verse 9

The year is indeed Prajapati. And there are two paths ; the southern and the northern. Those
who follow the path of Karma alone, by the performance of sacrificial and pious act, obtain
only the world of the Moon and certainly they do return. Therefore, those sages who desire
offspring take the Southern route. The matter (rayi) is verily the ‘Path of the Forefathers’. [I – 9]
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Chapter 1 - Verse 10

But those who have sought the Atman by penance, celibacy, faith and knowledge, gain the Sun
travelling through the Northern route. This is the home (the goal) of all living creatures, the
Immortal, the Fearless. This is the highest goal. From there they do not return, for, this is the
end. For this, there is a mantra. [I – 10]
Chapter 1 - Verse 11

The Sages say that the Lord of Rain, the father, having five feet and twelve forms, is seated in a
place higher than the atmosphere. Others call him the all-wise, the one upon whom, like a
chariot drawn by seven horses running on a wheel with six spokes, the whole world is
founded. [I – 11]
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Chapter 1 - Verse 12

The month is Prajapati ; its dark half is indeed Rayi, the matter, its bright half the prana, the
energy. Therefore, these great rishis (rsis) perform sacrifices in the bright half of the month but
others perform them in the dark half. [I – 12]

Chapter 1 - Verse 13

A full twenty-four-hour day is again the Prajapati of which the daytime is the energy aspect
and the nighttime the matter aspect. Those who unite in love in the day, therefore, waste their
energy while those who unite in love in the night are to be considered verily Brahmacarins. [I –
13]
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Chapter 1 - Verse 14

Food is indeed Prajapati ; from that indeed proceeds the seed-fluid in man ; from that all these
creatures are born. [I – 14 ]
Chapter 1 - Verse 15

Thus, therefore those who observe this rule of Prajapati produce a
For them alone is the Brahma Loka in whom penance, celibacy and truth abide. [I – 15]

pair.

Chapter 1 - Verse 16

The pure Brahma Loka belongs to them only in whom there is no deceit or dissimulation (The
scriptures declare here that evolution can be really progressive only in those who have given
up all the negativities in them, such as deceit, falsehood or dissimulation). [I – 16]
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Chapter 2 - Verse 1

Then Bhargava, of Vidarbha, questioned the master : “O Bhagavan, how many factors (devas)
support the living being? Which of them enlightens this? Again, who among them is the
greatest?” [II – 1]
Chapter 2 - Verse 2

He replied, ‘These Devas are verily the Ether, Air, Fire, Water, Earth, Speech, Mind, Eye and the
Ear. They, manifesting their glory, quarreled among themselves and said, ‘We hold together
and support this body.’ [II – 2 ]
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Chapter 2 - Verse 3

Prana, the greatest of them, said, Be not lost in delusion : I alone, dividing myself fivefold,
support this body and keep it going. [II – 3]
Chapter 2 - Verse 4

They did not believe. The principal prana got irritated and seemed as it were to go out of the
body. When the prana got up to depart all others immediately had to get up too, and when it
remained in its place all the others remained – just as when the Queen-bee leaves all the bees
leave the hive and they return to it when she returns-and the mind, speech, eye, ear and the
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rest, being pleased, praised the prana. [II – 4]

Chapter 2 - Verse 5

As the fire, prana, life, burns. As the sun, life shines. As the clouds, life rains. As Indra, the
prana rules. It is the wind ; it is the earth ; it is the Moon, Deva. It is both that which has ‘form’
and that which is ‘formless’. [II – 5]
Chapter 2 - Verse 6

As spokes in a wheel, in the Prana (Energy) everything (in the universe) is fixed. The rk
mantras, the Yajur Veda and the songs of Sama, all Yajnas, all dynamic activities (Kshatriya) and
all spiritual endeavours (Brahmana) everything rests in the Prana. [II – 6 ]
Chapter 2 - Verse 7

As prajapati, the Lord of Creatures, O Prana, thou alone movest in the womb the foetus, and
thou indeed art born as the child. To thee O Prana, who art always accompanied by the other
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Pranas (sense organs), the creatures offer oblations. [II – 7]

Chapter 2 - Verse 8

Thou art the best carrier to the Gods and thou carry the first oblations to the forefathers.,
Thou art the true dynamic principle behind the senses (Upa-pranas) which are the chief factors
of the body. [II – 8]
Chapter 2 - Verse 9

O prana, the Lord Indra of all Energy, thou art Rudra in prowess and the protector, thou movest
in the sky, thou art the Sun, the Lord of all Life.[II – 9]
Chapter 2 - Verse 10

O Prana, when you cause the rain to shower down, these creatures of the glory sit delighted,
hoping
that
there
will
be
as
much
food
as
they
desire.
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[II – 10]

Chapter 2 - Verse 11

O prana, Thou art a Vratya, an unbaptised one. Thou art the sacred fire, Ekarshi, the consumer
of everything, the good Lord of the world. We are the givers of the oblations. O Father of the
Wind (Matarisva) we are the givers of oblations. Thou art our father. [II – 11]
Chapter 2 - Verse 12

O Prana, make auspicious the body which abides in speech, in the ear, in the eye, and also
which prevails in the mind ; please do not go out. [II – 12]
Chapter 2 - Verse 13

All this is within the control of the prana ; all that is in heaven is also under its control. Protect
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us like a mother. Give us prosperity and wisdom. [II – 13]

Chapter 3 - Verse 1

Then Kausalya, son of Asvala, questioned, “O Bhagavan, where has this Prana come? How does
it abide after it has divided itself? How does it go out? How does it support what is without
and
what
is
within
the
body?
[III – 1]
Chapter 3 - Verse 2

He replied, “You ask questions touching the transcendental matter. Because you are a sincere
enquirer and a good practioner in the spiritual values, I will explain it to you.” [III – 2]
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Chapter 3 - Verse 3

This Prana is born of the Atman. As shadow is born of the man, so is the Prana of the Self. By
the action of the mind it enters into this body. [III – 3]
Chapter 3 - Verse 4

As the king appoints his officers saying to them, Reside here and govern these villages, so does
the Ego (Prana) assign the other assistant Prana each to its separate department of activity.
[III – 4]
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Chapter 3 - Verse 5

The Apana dwells in the organs of excretion and procreation and the Prana abides in the eye,
mouth and nose. In the middle this Samana functions, distributing the food equally, and the
seven flames are fed from it. [III – 5]
Chapter 3 - Verse 6

This Atman is in the heart. There, there are a hundred and one ‘nerves’. Each of them has a
hundred branches. Again, every one of these has seventy two thousand sub-branches. In these
the Vyana moves. [III – 6]
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Chapter 3 - Verse 7

Again, through one special ‘nerve’, the Udana, ascending, leads us upward to the virtuous
world by good work, and carries us to the lower worlds by sinful acts, and takes us to the
world of men when sin and virtue are mixed.[III – 7]
Chapter 3 - Verse 8

The Sun is verily the cosmic Prana in the eye. The Goddess of Earth attracts or controls the
Apana towards her. The space between the Earth and the Sun is the Samana. The wind is the
Vyana. [III – 8]
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Chapter 3 - Verse 9

The external fire indeed is Udana. Therefore, he in whom the flames are gone out enters
another body with the senses absorbed in the mind. [III – 9]
Chapter 3 - Verse 10

Whatever be his thoughts, accordingly he attains the Prana, and the Prana, united with Udana,
together with Jivatma, is led on to the world thought of. [III – 10]
Chapter 3 - Verse 11

The wise man who knows the Prana thus will not have to suffer - his offspring's do not perish
and he becomes immortal ; there is the following verse. [III – 11]
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Chapter 3 - Verse 12

He who knows the Origin, the Entry, the Seat, the fivefold distribution of the Prana and the
internal state in the Body, obtains immortality ; yes, he attains immortality. [III – 12]
Chapter 4 - Verse 1

Then Gargya, the grandson of Surya, questioned him, “O Bhagavan, what are they that sleep in
man? What, again are awake? Which is the Devata who sees the dream? Whose is this
happiness?
On
what
do
all
these
depend?
[IV – 1]
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Chapter 4 - Verse 2

He replied, “O Gargya, just as the rays of the Sun, when he sets, become one in that disk of
light and they come forth again when the Sun next rises, so also all these become one with the
highest Deva, the mind. Therefore, at that time, man no more hears, sees, smells tastes or
feels ; nor does he speak, nor take, nor enjoy, nor evacuate, nor move.. And they say, “He
sleeps!”. [IV – 2]

Chapter 4 - Verse 3

The flames of the Prana alone are awake (bright) in the city of the body at the time of sleep.
The Apana is the Garhapatya fire, Vyana is Anvaharya-pacana-fire. The Prana is the Ahavaniya20
fire because it is taken out of the Garhapatya-fire. [IV – 3]

Chapter 4 - Verse 4

Because the Samana distributes equally the oblations of the ‘inspirations and expirations’, he is
priest (hotr). The mind is the sacrificer (Yajaman) and the Udana is the fruit of the sacrifice. He
leads the sacrificer every day (in deep sleep) to Brahman. [IV – 4]
Chapter 4 - Verse 5

In this state the mind enjoys the dream and its greatness. What has been seen it sees again;
what has been heard it hears again ; what has been enjoyed in different places and countries it
enjoys again. What has been seen and not seen, heard and not heard, experienced and not
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experienced, real and unreal, he sees all. He being all, sees all. [IV – 5]

Chapter 4 - Verse 6

When a mind is overpowered by light, that mind sees no dream. At that time bliss arises in
body. [IV - 6]
Chapter 4 - Verse 7

Just as, O beloved, birds retire to a tree roost, so indeed do all these rest in the supreme
Atman. [IV – 7]
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Chapter 4 - Verse 8

The Earth and its subtle elements, the water and its subtle elements, the Akasa and is subtle
elements, the eye and what can be seen, the ear and what can be heard, the nose and what
can be smelt, taste and its objects, the hands and what can be grasped, the feet and what can
be walked on, the organs of generation and what is to be enjoyed, the organs of excretion and
what must be excreted, the mind and what must be thought of, the intellect and what must be
determined, the egoism and its objects ; citta and its objects, the light and its objects, the
Prana and everything supported by it – all these rest in the state of sleep like birds in their
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nest. [IV – 8]

Chapter 4 - Verse 9

That is the one who sees, feels, hears, smells, tastes, thinks, knows. He is the doer, the
intelligent ego, the Purus. He dwells in the highest indestructible self. [IV – 9]
Chapter 4 - Verse 10

One who, O Beloved, knows this Being which is without shadow, without body, without colour,
which is pure and indestructible, becomes omniscient and becomes all ; the supreme,
Indestructible being he surely attains. For this, there is a mantra. [IV – 10]
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Chapter 4 - Verse 11

O Beloved one, he who knows the imperishable Atman in whom rests the ‘Knowing self (ego)
with all the Devas, the Prana and the five elements, becomes omniscient and, indeed, enters
(all) to become all. [IV – 11]
Chapter 5 - Verse 1

Then Satyakama, son of Sibi, questioned him, “O bhagavan, to what world does he go who,
among men, meditates on OM until his death?” [V – 1]
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Chapter 5 - Verse 2

He replied, “Satyakama, the syllable OM is indeed the symbol of both the lower and the higher
Brahman ; the conditioned and the unconditioned, the finite and the Infinite. Therefore, he
who knows it by this means surely attains either of them”. [V – 2]
Chapter 5 - Verse 3

If he meditates on one matra (measure) of it (A), then he, being enlightened by that, comes
quickly to earth again. The rk Devata leads him into the world of men immediately, and being
endowed with austerity, celibacy and faith, there he easily attains greatness. [V – 3]
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Chapter 5 - Verse 4

If he meditates on its second matra only, he becomes one with the Moon. He is led up by the
Mantra Devata of the Yajur Veda to the world of the Moon. Having enjoyed greatness there, he
is guided back again. [V – 4]
Chapter 5 - Verse 5

But if again he meditates on his highest Purusa with this syllable by all its three matras, he
becomes united with the bright Sun. As a snake is freed from its skin, so is he freed from all
sins. He is led by the Sama hymns to the world of Brahma, the Creator, and from Him – the
mass of life – he beholds the supreme purusa residing in the heart. There are the two
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following verses about it. [V – 5]

Chapter 5 - Verse 6

The three matras, when employed separately, are mortal-finite, but when they are strung
together they are not in any sense of the term ‘wrongly employed’. But when they are properly
employed in all their internal, external and midway functions, the knower thereafter trembles
not. [V – 6]

Chapter 5 - Verse 7

Through the Rik (rk) – mantra devata he reaches this world, led by Yajur-mantra devata he
reaches the world of the Manes, and guided by the Sama verses he reaches Brahmaloka. By
means of the syllable OM the wise one reaches also that which is quiet, undecaying, deathless,
fearless and supreme. [V – 7]
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Chapter 6 - Verse 1

Then sukesa, son of Bharadvaja questioned him. “O Bhagavan, the prince of Kosala,
Hiranyanabha, once came to me and questioned”. “O Bharadvaja, do you know the purusha of
16 parts?” I said to the youth, “I do not know him.. If knew him why should I not tell you? He
who tells that which is not true is dried up verily root, stem and branch. Therefore, I dare not
utter falsehood.” Having ascended his car he went away in silence. “That I ask you. Where is
that purusa located?” [VI – 1]
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Chapter 6 - Verse 2

He replied, “O Gentle Youth, That Purusa in whom these sixteen kalas are born is right here
within the body.” [VI – 2]
Chapter 6 - Verse 3

He (Purusa) reflected, “What is it by whose departure I shall depart and by whose stay I shall
stay?”. [VI – 3]
Chapter 6 - Verse 4

He created the Prana. And from the Prana Faith, akasa, Air, Fire, Water, Earth, the Senses,
Mind, Food, Strength, Thought, Mantra, Karama, the World, and in the world the different
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names also. [VI – 4]

Chapter 6 - Verse 5

Just as these rivers, seaward bound, when they reach the sea disappear and get their names
and forms liquidated into a oneness with the sea and all is called the ocean, so also these 16
kalas that go towards the purusa disappear and their names and forms get destroyed and all is
thereafter experienced as purusa alone. He becomes without parts and immortal. On this
there is a verse. [VI – 5]
Chapter 6 - Verse 6

Know that purusa who ought to be known, in whom the kalas are centred like the spokes in
the nave of a wheel.. In order that death may not harm you. [VI – 6]
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Chapter 6 - Verse 7

Then Pippalada said to them, “This much alone do I know, the highest of the Brahman ; there
is nothing higher than this”. [VI – 7]
Chapter 6 - Verse 8

They, worshipping him, said, “Thou art our father who helps us to go across the ocean of our
thick ignorance. Salutations to the highest Rishis (rsis)! Salutations to the highest Rishis (risi)!!
[VI – 8]
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